
Vidyashram SCHOOL –HUT’s Non Formal school For HIV children
Inspiring all girls and boys to be strong, smart and bold          
Success story 2019

‘Vidyashram’ inspires all girls and boys to be strong, smart, and bold through life-changing 
programs and experiences that help girls and boys navigate gender, economic, and social 
barriers. Research-based  curricula, delivered by trained, mentoring teachers in a positive 
environment equip  children to achieve academically; lead healthy and physically active lives; 
navigate media messages; and discover an interest in science, technology, engineering, and 
math. In 2019,  the school has made more than 50 children from the HIV families graduates. 
To learn more about the programs please visit www.hutindia.org 

Creating Our Bold Future Together

My school gave me that kind of push to succeed, that push to 
be a strong person, to just realize that I can change the world 

And I will change the world

http://www.hutindia.org/
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Human Uplift Trust (HUT) Non formal school 
(‘Vidyashram’ School) for HIV children 
program - thirteen years on and counting..

It has been thirteen years now in the service of 
delivering a quality life and education to the 
children infected and affected by HIV.  HUT is 
running a Non formal school for these children 
from 2007 April and now they are 115 in number. 

A Non formal school is not a regular school but it 
is taught in the local language (medium of 
instruction is Tamil only) and has many 
limitations. 

Till now more than 50 children are continuing 
their studies in IX std till college education. Out 
of these children 15 children are still in the HUT 
campus and studying in nearby higher secondary 
school and colleges, they are proving to be 
brilliant clever boys even though from seriously 
devastated HIV families. 

The ultimate objective of the HUT’s Vidyashram 
school for HIV children is to improve the quality 
of life of the HIV/AIDS children by providing 
quality education. The model focuses on (i) 
acquisition of basic reading, writing and numeric 
skills, (ii) imbibing a sound value system, (iii) 
physical fitness and preparing for higher 
education. 

Apart from developing these competencies, 
teaching-learning process in the school’s 
emphasis is on incorporating value systems in 
the students so as to help them become good 
citizens. Values imparted include nationalism, 
integration, gender equality, respect for physical 
labour, punctuality, and cleanliness. 
Special trainings in yoga, meditation, drawings 
arts, dances and scout also is imparted at the 
centre. 

HUT is offering the children with an in-campus 
clinic situated in the campus for the early 
identification and treatment of HIV infections. 
Children are provided anti retro viral treatment and 
treatment for tuberculosis of identified with a low 
immune level. 

HUT also has provided the children with a 15500 
sq ft RCC building, a separate play ground, a neat 
dormitory separate for boys and girls, kitchen, 
treatment room, prayer hall, library, study rooms 
and a dining hall. They are provided with a six 
time meal planned meticulously by the doctors 
treating them for their illness.  A protein rich diet 
saves the children from infections. 

Other basic amenities like the clothes, beddings, 
mattresses, pillows have also been provided. 
Books, notes, bag, and footwear are provided as 
well.

At this great moment, we are truly grateful to 
every one, for their continued donation and 
support for the construction of classrooms, that 
meant a lot to us in getting this accreditation. We 
humbly say, we will need more support, more than 
ever after this, as we are planning to open en 
English medium school for these children to 
provide much better scope in life. Thank you for 
being on our side;

Dr Raja Venkatesh
Executive Director, Human uplift Trust
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“On a frozen winter's night 
in the remote village of 
Adhanur near Ariyalur 
Ranjith was orphaned 

when his father 
Karuppasamy died of AIDS 
and he was left to care for 

himself and his younger 
brother Rahul ”  

Creating Our Bold Future Together

Ranjith now is a handsome and sociable teen boy. He 
likes to put together puzzles, cricket bowling, go for 
walks, play on the playground and go swimming. He 
enjoys the computer and is willing to try new games and 
can patiently wait his turn. He is a very helpful young 
man who get much enjoyment out of interacting with 
staff and his peers during these programs at his college. 
He works well individually or in small groups. He is a 
very outgoing young man with a smile that can light up a 
room!

 This young man has been described as polite, sweet 
and loveable. He loves to play cricket and football. He 
just likes to be outdoors. This included riding cycle bike 
and doing lawn work. 

But twelve years back as a child, Ranjith has 
experienced difficult events in his life. At the age of 6, on 
a frozen winter's night in the remote village of Adhanur 
near Ariyalur Ranjith was orphaned when his father 
Karuppasamy died of AIDS and he was left to care for 
himself and his younger brother Rahul
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His mother Rajeswari had AIDS too, and could no 
longer work. Both the children were on streets

The life of a child or an adult who became HIV 
positive is unimaginably stressful and challenging. 
Usually the husband is identified at first and he 
never reveals his status till his death to the family. 
The wife gets tested after the death of the 
husband and starts treatment when she is 
terminally ill. Adding to this burden, the medication 
for HIV-the Antioretroviral treatment (ART) 
requires to be supplemented by good and 
nutritional food, which they find it difficult to afford 
to, due to job loss and stigma, they die leaving the 
children orphaned in the streets. Children will be 
left homeless, grappling for food and shelter and 
under these extraordinary circumstances, they 
could only imagine, what getting educated means! 

Most of these children are dropouts or would have 
never been to school

“… Ranjith recalls, “I used to 
bring some money daily by 
selling fish and we used to 
sit and share one meal 
among the three of us. It is 
really horrible during the rain 
and winter when we have to 
sit all night in a corner. I pray 
God not to put me in that 
situation ever again” Ranjith 
remembers his olden days 
with fear “
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… Ranjith recalls, “I used to bring some 
money daily by selling fish and we used 
to sit and share one meal among the 
three of us. It is really horrible during the 
rain and winter when we have to sit all 
night in a corner. I pray God not to put me 
in that situation ever again” Ranjith 
remembers his olden days with fear. 

But that was history.

HUT took up Ranjith and his brother 
Rahul, when they were left on streets in 
the HUT’s orphanage and school 
program for HIV orphaned children 
twelve years ago. 
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He required a lot of reassurance and support to feel 
safe in his relationships and took a lot of time In 
HUT’s school, Ranjith demonstrated strong 
academic potential. He was both meeting and 
exceeding the performance expectations for his 
grade level. He evolved to be creative, imaginative, 
and has good mechanical and spatial ability. He 
was also known to reach out to with real 
compassion to his fellow classmates. He generally 
fit in nicely with his class and was successfully 
attending school full time.

With HUT’s systems, his memory, learning skills 
focus, and mathematical abilities, reading and 
writing skills grew phenomenally.  Ranjith  improved 
his social interactions with younger children and is 
became much better with them. He strive to please 
others, and with the steady support of his 
caregivers, made real progress in changing his 
learned survival strategies. 

“Growing up, I was convinced that the children from 
the affordable families were to hold the successful 
occupations and provide for others. However, after 
attending the motivation seminars by our school 
teachers, it motivated me to disregard such 
stereotypes” he says. 

Ranjith did  well in his class X by scoring 100% in 
science a remarkable achievement. Taking his past 
life into account, one has to say he has gone above 
expectations. 

He got 90% in precollege exams and decided to 
apply for Chemistry major which  was one of his 
favorites.  Fortunately he got admission by merit in 
the famous, prestigious Trichy  St. Joseph’s 
College, with a promising campus interview and  
selection when he finishes his grad. 

He has joined college and is pursuing his college 
education staying in Meikandaar Campus, HUT 
Manchanallur. 

He got 90% in precollege 
exams and decided to 
apply for Chemistry 
major which  was one of 
his favorites.  Fortunately 
he got admission by 
merit in the famous, 
prestigious Trichy  St. 
Joseph’s College, with a 
promising campus 
interview and  selection 
when he finishes his 
grad. 
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“Growing up, I was convinced 
that the children from the 

affordable families were to hold 
the successful occupations and 

provide for others. However, 
after attending the motivation 

seminars by our school 
teachers, it motivated me to 
disregard such stereotypes.
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“My School changed my life. I’ve learned 
to define myself by my achievements 

and become the first in my family to go 
to college

Studying in my school is one of the 
greatest life changing experiences in my 
life. My school taught me to reach high 

and go for what you want, and it can get 
you further than you hope for.

HUT’s School gave me that kind of push 
to succeed, that push to be a strong 

person, to just realize that I can change 
the world. 

And I will change the world.”

“HUT ‘s School gave me 
that kind of push to 

succeed, that push to be a 
strong person, to just 

realize that I can change 
the world. 

And I will change the 
world”
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